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This lesson provides the reader the following:
(i)

AC-AC power conversion topologies at fixed frequency

(ii)

Power converter options available for the conversion

(iii)

Ability to formulate equations describing the current waveform for the PAC

(iv)

Ability sketch the current waveform by observation of the circuit

(v)

Ability to assess the performance of the converter of the topologies

26.1 Introduction
AC to AC voltage converters operates on the AC mains essentially to regulate the output
voltage. Portions of the supply sinusoid appear at the load while the semiconductor switches
block the remaining portions. Several topologies have emerged along with voltage regulation
methods, most of which are linked to the development of the semiconductor devices.

Fig 26.1 Some single phase AC-AC voltage regulator topologies. (a) Back-to-back
SCR; (b) One SCR in (a) replaced by a four-diode full wave diode bridge; (c) A
bi-directionally conducting TRIAC; (d) The SCR in (b) replaced by a transistor.
The regulators in Fig 26.1 (a), (b) and (c) perform quite similarly. They are called Phase
Angle Controlled (PAC) AC-AC converters or AC-AC choppers. The TRIAC based converter
may be considered as the basic topology. Being bi-directionally conducting devices, they act on
both polarities of the applied voltage. However, dv dt re −applied their ratings being poor, they tend
to turn-on in the opposite direction just subsequent to their turn-off with an inductive load. The
'Alternistor' was developed with improved features but was not popular. The TRIAC is common
only at the low power ranges. The (a) and (b) options are improvements on (c) mostly regarding
current handling and turn-off-able current rating.
A transistorised AC-AC regulator is a PWM regulator similar to the DC-DC converters. It
also requires a freewheeling path across the inductive load, which has also got to be bidirectional. Consequently, only controlled freewheeling devices can be used.
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26.2 Operation with resistive loads
Fig. 26.2 illustrates the operation of the PAC converter with a resistive load. The device(s) is
triggered at a phase-angle 'α' in each cycle. The current follows the voltage wave shape in each
half and extinguishes itself at the zero crossings of the supply voltage. In the two-SCR topology,
one SCR is positively biased in each half of the supply voltage. There is no scope for conduction
overlap of the devices. A single pulse is sufficient to trigger the controlled devices with a
resistive load. In the diode-SCR topology, two diodes are forward biased in each half. The SCR
always receives a DC voltage and does not distinguish the polarity of the supply. It is thus
always forward biased. The bi-directional TRIAC is also forward biased for both polarities of the
supply voltage.

Fig. 26.2 Operation of a Phase Angle Controlled AC-AC converter with a resistive load

The rms voltage Vrms decides the power supplied to the load. It can be computed as
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Fig. 26.3 The rms output voltage and the most important harmonics versus triggering
angle α.

As is evident from the current waveforms, the PAC introduces significant harmonics both into
the load and the supply. This is one of the main reasons why such controllers are today not
acceptable. The ideal waveform as shown in Fig 26.2 is half wave symmetric. However it is to be
achieved by the trigger circuits. The controller in Fig. 26.4 ensures this for the TRIAC based
circuit. While the TRIAC has a differing characteristic for the two polarities of biasing with the
32V DIAC - a two terminal device- triggering is effected when the capacitor voltage reaches 32
V. This ensures elimination of DC and even components in the output voltage.

Fig. 26.4 DIAC based trigger circuit for a TRIAC to ensure symmetrical triggering
in the two halves of the supply.

For the SCR based controllers, identical comparators for the two halves of the AC supply, which
generates pulses for the two SCRs ensures DC and even harmonic free operation.
The PAC operates with a resistive load for all values of α ranging from 0o
The fundamental current, if can be represented as
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In machine drives it is only the fundamental component, which is useful. However, in
resistance heating type of application all harmonics are of no consequence. The corrupted supply
current nevertheless is undesirable.
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26.3 Power Factor
The power factor of a nonlinear deserves a special discussion. Fig. 26.2 shows the supply
voltage and the non-sinusoidal load current. The fundamental load/supply current lags the
supply voltage by the φ1, 'Fundamental Power Factor' angle. Cosφ1 is also called the
'Displacement Factor'. However this does not account for the total reactive power drawn by the
system. This power factor is inspite of the actual load being resistive! The reactive power is
drawn also y the trigger-angle dependent harmonics. Now

power
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The portion within square brackets in Eq. 26.5 is identical to the first part of the
expression within brackets in Eq. 26.1, which is called the Fourier coefficient 'B1'. The rms load
voltage can also be similarly obtained by integrating between α and π and the result can be
combined with Eq. 26.5 to give
power
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Fig. 26.5 Variation of various performance parameters with triggering angle
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26.4 Operation with inductive loads
With inductive loads the operation of the PAC is illustrated in Fig 26.5. The current builds up
from zero in each cycle. It quenches not at the zero crossing of the applied voltage as with the
resistive load but after that instant. The supply voltage thus continues to be impressed on the load
till the load current returns to zero. A single-pulse trigger for the TRIAC 26.1 (c) or the antiparallel SCR (b) has no effect on the devices if it (or the anti-parallel device) is already in
conduction in the reverse direction. The devices would fail to conduct when they are intended to,
as they do not have the supply voltage forward biasing them when the trigger pulse arrives. A
single pulse trigger will work till the trigger angle α > φ, where φ is the power factor angle of the
inductive load. A train of pulses is required here. The output voltage is controllable only between
triggering angles φ and 180o.
The load current waveform is further explained in Fig. 26.6. The current is composed of two
components. The first is the steady state component of the load current, iss and the second, itr is
the transient component.

Fig. 26.6 Operation of a single phase PAC with an inductive load

Fig 26.7 Load current for a single phase AC-AC converter with a R_L load. Vs supply voltage, iss -steady state current component , itr - transient current
component and iload - load current (= iss + itr).
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With an inductance in the load the distinguishing feature of the load current is that it must
always start from zero. However, if the switch could have permanently kept the load connected
to the supply the current would have become a sinusoidal one phase shifted from the voltage by
the phase angle of the load, φ. This current restricted to the half periods of conduction is called
the 'steady-state component' of load current iss. The 'transient component' of load current itr, again
in each half cycle, must add up to zero with this iss to start from zero. This condition sets the
initial value of the transient component to that of the steady state at the instant that the
SCR/TRIAC is triggered. Fig. 26.6 illustrates these relations.
When a device is in conduction, the load current is governed by the equation
L di
i load =
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Since at t = 0, iload = 0 and supply voltage vs = √2Vsinωt the solution is of the form
The instant when the load current extinguishes is called the extinction angle β. It can be
inferred that there would be no transients in the load current if the devices are triggered at the
power factor angle of the load. The load current I that case is perfectly sinusoidal.

26.5 AC-AC Chopper

Fig. 26.8 A complete Transitorised AC-AC chopper topology of the version shown in
Fig. 26.1 and the corresponding load voltage and current waveforms for an inductive
load. The output voltage is shown to be about 50% for a 0.5 Duty Ratio chopping.

The AC-AC converter shown in Fig 26.1 has to be augmented with two additional controlled
devices clamping the load as indicated in Fig. 26.7. A large capacitor across the supply terminals
is also to be inserted. These devices which are mostly transistors of the same variety as used for
the chopper are necessary to clamp the voltages generated by the switching-off of the current
carrying inductors in the load while the input capacitor takes care of the line inductances. The
harmonics in the line current and load voltage waveforms are significantly different from those
with the PACs. Mostly switching frequency harmonics are present in both the waveforms.
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26.6 PAC as a static switch
Both single phase and three phase PACs are often used as static switches for applications like
switching on of highly inductive loads without transients or for regulating output AC voltages by
switching in tapings of a transformer. Such sequence control PACs while controlling the output
voltage also permit improvement of the power factor as seen by the source. Sequence control can
be two or multiple phase depending upon the application. Typical load voltage and current
waveforms are shown in Fig. 26.8. The outer TRIACs connected to thwe higher voltage leads of
the input transformer are triffered at the desired angle α, to realize the required load voltage.
Obviously this voltage is greater than that available at the low voltage terminal of the
transformer. This device continues conduction into the next half of the supply voltage till the
load current falls to zero. The inner TR2 starts conduction subsequently, requiring a wide pulse
or a train of pulses. TR1 can be however triggered by a single pulse.

Fig. 26.9 Load voltage and current control with a two-stage sequence control

26.7 Practice Questions and Problems with Answers
Q1 A single-phase transformer, assumed to have a negligible resistance compared to its
inductance is switched on via a PAC. At what trigger angle will the operation be free from
transients?
A1

For the transformer load
φL ≈ 90ο
Therefore for transient free operation α = 90ο

Q2 For the load described in Q1, the PAC is triggered by a single pulse at α = 60ο . Sketch the
load current waveform.
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A2

Since α < φL, the load current should have been continuous. However, the current in the
SCR first triggered extinguishes at a β the total load current, iL = iss + itr = 0. For this load
which can be considered to be highly inductive β ≈ 360ο, say ≈ 360ο. Thus the first SCR
conducts till that angle. The anti-parallel SCR is triggered at α = 60ο corresponding to a
β ≈ 180 + 60 = 240ο when it is still reverse biased. It fails to conduct. The load thus sees
only a unipolar current. The load current and voltage waveforms are illustrated in Fig 26.
A2. Note that both the load voltage and current waveforms contain DC components.

Fig. 26. A2 The load current waveform and its steady-state and transient
components when a highly inductive load is switched using single narrow trigger
pulses.

Source:
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